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Harmonic Trading is today's most powerful, well-proven new approach to technical analysis. Now, in the second volume of an indispensable two volume set, Harmonic Trading creator Scott
Carney presents even more new and advanced techniques for unlocking valid market signals as if they were the combination to a safe. Harmonic Trading of the Financial Markets, Volume 2
begins with a brand-new review of today's markets from a harmonic trading perspective. Next, it introduces a series of new and advanced concepts presented in no other book, including the
5-0 pattern and Alternate Bat pattern. Carney also introduces the RSI BAMM Advanced Execution Model, a breakthrough approach to applying Harmonic Trading in real trades. The natural
harmonic patterns in this book are designed to consistently identify critical price levels and market turning points: patterns analogous to the predictable behavior of natural systems. Carney
supports them with examples from widely diverse markets, including 2008's extraordinarily bearish environment. As in Volume 1, Carney guides traders gently up the learning curve, sharing
personal experiences and presenting many clear illustrations. These books don't just introduce valuable new technical analysis techniques: they provide the tools and help traders need to
succeed with them.
This book was designed by the team at TradingStrategyGuides.com led by the founder Casey Stubbs. This guide will highlight the most popularHarmonic trading pattern strategies. Not only
will it give you the background and fundamentals of each harmonic pattern that is presented, it is also going to give you a detailed strategy. Our team has spent countless hours writing this
book because we are determined to help you find atrading strategy for you. If you ever have any questions about anything inthis ebook please email the team at info@
tradingstrategyguides.com.
Trading strategies come in different shapes and colors, and having a detailed view on their structure and functioning is very useful towards the path of creating a robust and profitable trading
system. The book presents various technical strategies and the way to back-test them in Python. You can think of the book as a mix between introductory Python and an Encyclopedia of
trading strategies with a touch of reality.
Made famous by the Italian mathematician Leonardo De Pisa, the Fibonacci number series holds a Golden Ratio that is universally found in nature and used by architects, plastic surgeons,
and many others to achieve “perfect” aesthetic proportions. Now, in this groundbreaking guide, noted technical trading advisor Carolyn Boroden shows you how Fibonacci pattern studies can
be used as an extremely effective method for achieving greater profitability in stocks, futures, and Forex markets. Fibonacci Trading provides a one-stop resource of reliable tools and clear
explanations for both identifying and taking advantage of the trade setups naturally occurring in the markets that will enable you to reach the highest rate of profitable trades. Inside, you'll find
a unique trading methodology based on Fibonacci ratios, and the author's personal experience analyzing and setting up the markets in real time, which makes this practical volume invaluable
to the self-directed investor. Complete with detailed charts and insightful graphics in each chapter, Fibonacci Trading features: Dependable guidance for determining important support and
resistance levels, along with expert advice for using them to maximize profits and limit losses Step-by-step processes for using Fibonacci analysis to predict turning points in the market far
enough in advance to generate substantial profit Valuable tips for using Fibonacci analysis to establish optimal stop-loss placement Revealing coverage on how Fibonacci relationships can
create a roadmap for the trader based on high percentage patterns Fibonacci Trading also provides a four-step formula for applying the covered techniques in a highly effective approach.
Flexible enough for all markets and trading styles, the formula helps you focus your newly developed knowledge and skill sets into a solid trading methodology, defined trading plan, successful
trading mindset, and disciplined trading approach that stacks the odds for profit in your favor. This hands-on guide is packed with a wealth of actual trading situations, setups, and scenarios
that bring the four-step formula to life so you can immediately use it in the real world.
An accessible guide for traders looking to boosting profitsin the financial markets from a trading superstar Dubbed “The Messiah of Day Trading” by Dow Jones ,Oliver Velez is a worldrenowned trader, advisor, entrepreneur andone of the most sought after speakers and teachers on trading thefinancial markets for a living. His seminars and workshops havebeen attended by
tens of thousands of traders the world over. Inthis highly-focused and effective trading resource Velez impartsseven key lessons to further any trader’s education. Frommarket basics to
managing trades, trading psychology to investmentplanning, technical analysis and charts to income versus wealthbuilding, these lessons contain powerful insight and advice farbeyond
anything you’ll find in most introductory tradingbooks. Each section of the book offers clear examples, concise anduseful definitions of important terms Includes more than ninety charts
illustrating market challengesand opportunities, how to profit from patterns, and much more Written in the parlance of the day trader’s world, thisbook offers you the experience of being taught
trading skills bythe best of the best
The Visual Guide to Elliott Wave Trading is an in-depth, easy-to-use guide to trading the financial markets with the Elliott Wave Principle. In many ways this book picks up where Frost &
Prechter's classic Elliott Wave Principle: Key to Market Behavior left off, which makes it "required reading" if you want to build a solid foundation in Elliott wave analysis. Co-authored by two of
Elliott Wave International's most trusted analysts -- Wayne Gorman and Jeffrey Kennedy -- their trading insights offer a perfect blend of traditional textbook and real-world application. Join
Kennedy and Gorman as they provide step-by-step instruction in how to trade with Elliott. They include scores of real market charts that depict the Elliott wave patterns, which will help you
measure the strength of trends, forecast market turning points, plus identify trading opportunities. What's more, this illustrated guide also explains how to use supporting technical indicators
that can build confidence in your Elliott wave analysis. Gorman and Kennedy know that "simple" does not mean "easy." Their combined expertise will help you build confidence in your
analysis, create an effective trading plan, and better manage your trades. Whether your trading style is conservative or aggressive, their charts and techniques can help identify highconfidence opportunities. Each chapter includes key points & smart investor tips, such as how to "Prepare yourself to take advantage of opportunities even when your preferred count does not
materialize," and "Let the market commit to you before you commit to the market." Elliott wave analysis recognizes that in financial markets, mass psychology swings from pessimism to
optimism and back in a natural sequence. Use this book to recognize those wave patterns, and anticipate market moves that most traders never see coming. The Visual Guide to Elliott Wave
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Trading is the new criterion for any serious technical trader.
2 breakthrough guides to harmonic trading: how to uncover natural patterns that consistently identify critical price levels and market shifts! Looking for a powerful new approach to technical
analysis that can prove its effectiveness? You're looking for Scott Carney's Harmonic Trading. Now, for the first time, you can get the world's two best guides to Harmonic Trading for one low
price, in convenient eBook format. In Harmonic Trading, Volume One: Profiting from the Natural Order of the Financial Markets, Carney offers the definitive introduction to this breakthrough
approach. Carney, President and Founder of HarmonicTrader.com, demonstrates how harmonic trading combines Fibonacci measurement strategies with advanced pattern recognition
analysis, unlocking valid market signals as if they were the combination to a safe. Carney presents natural harmonic patterns that consistently identify critical price levels and market turning
points: patterns analogous to the predictable behavior of natural systems. Next, he presents a comprehensive plan for applying Harmonic Trading in real trades. Then, in Harmonic Trading,
Volume Two: Advanced Strategies for Profiting from the Natural Order of the Financial Markets, Carney introduces advanced Harmonic Trading concepts presented in no other book, including
the important 5-0 and Alternate Bat patterns. Carney also introduces the RSI BAMM Advanced Execution Model, a breakthrough approach to identifying the right trade at the right time. Both
books are packed with examples from equities, currencies, commodities, and foreign markets; for both short- and long-term timeframes; and in all types of markets. Together, these books
don't just introduce valuable new technical analysis techniques: they show traders exactly how to profit from them. From the creator of and pioneering expert in Harmonic Trading, Scott
Carney.
How to take total control of your trading and pull down the big payouts you want and deserve Profitable trading requires a judicious combination of strategy, analysis, psychology, and
determination, and, until now, it took years to find the perfect balance of all those factors. Written by the charismatic Jea Yu, founder of UndergroundTrader.com, this book reveals how that
trading superstar did it and how you can too. Offering rare insight into the mind of a true market wizard, it shares his first-hand knowledge of the markets, acquired through thousands of hours
of successful (and unsuccessful) trading. Never before has a master outlined, in such detail, the evolution of his system, nor provided such a wealth of practical guidance on how to adapt it to
your trading style. Includes master Jea Yu’s personal playbook of techniques for using his preferred tools to trade successfully in every market environment Covers all dimensions of trading,
including the psychological, physical, and technical necessary for success Arms you with the mindset and skills to identify fertile trading environments, target big plays throughout the day,
identify vital time and price points, avoid common traps and much more From harmonic trading to triggers, filters for profitable E-mini Trading to never-before-seen Rifle Charts, this book is
packed with actionable trading tools, tips and techniques Uses numerous charts and real-life examples to illustrate how to combine the best chart patterns with candlesticks, Bollinger bands,
stochastics, and other powerful techniques
"Now, in Harmonic Trading: Volume 2, Carney takes a quantum leap forward, introducing new strategies, patterns, and methods that make Harmonic Trading an even more powerful tool for
trading the financial markets. For the first time, he reveals how to utilize harmonic impulse waves and introduces measurement techniques that identify market turning points even more
accurately. Finally, he demonstrates how to integrate the Relative Strength Indicator (RSI) with advanced Harmonic Trading techniques to separate minor "reactive" moves from major
opportunities"--Resource description page.
Breakthrough option strategies from Jeff Augen: Three books packed with new tools and strategies for earning higher, more consistent profits and systematically controlling risk! In three
remarkable books, Jeff Augen teaches you dozens of up-to-the-minute option trading strategies and techniques for earning powerful, consistent profits! The Option Trader’s Workbook,
Second Edition offers start-to-finish hands-on practice with every leading strategy, including the newest trading techniques. Through hundreds of realistic problems (each with fully explained
solutions), you’ll walk through trades designed to profit from changing prices, volatility, and time decay…plus new ways to use CBOE Weekly Options Expiration options, collars, covered calls,
covered puts, ratio and variance trading, VIX options, volatility ETFs, and more…all without risking a dime! In Trading Options at Expiration: Strategies and Models for Winning the Endgame,
Augen reveals new ways to structure positions that profit from predictable end-of-contract price distortions with remarkably low risk. Packed with brand-new statistical models, minute-byminute pricing analyses, and optimized strategies, this book teaches you how to create trades that regularly deliver returns of 40%—300% with just two days of market exposure per month, or
even less. Finally, in The Volatility Edge in Options Trading: New Technical Strategies for Investing in Unstable Markets, Augen introduces breakthrough strategies for identifying and profiting
from subtle price distortions that arise from changes in market volatility. Drawing on more than a decade of never-before-published research, Augen shows option traders how to study
historical price changes, mitigate risk, limit market exposure, and structure mathematically sound high-return positions. You’ll even discover how to build your own customized, low-cost
analytical toolset to transform these state-of-the-art strategies into practical buy/sell signals!
This is the eBook version of the printed book. If the print book includes a CD-ROM, this content is not included within the eBook version. The Definitive Introduction to Harmonic Trading-By the
Originator of This Approach, Scott Carney! Harmonic Trading creator Scott Carney unveils the entire methodology to turn patterns into profits. These strategies consistently identify the price
levels and market turning points that reveal the natural order within the chaos of the financial markets. Analogous to the predictable behavior of many of life's natural processes, Harmonic
Trading examines si.
Larry Pesavento has been trading for 30 years and is primarily a day trader. This book describes high probability patterns that coincide with clusters of Fibonacci price projections that provide
the short or intermediate term Wader with high probability and low risk Wade setups. Chosen as the Book of the Year by the 1997 SuperTraders Almanac. A well focused and well organized
study in the application of Fibonacci relationships.
Learn how to translate the "language" of volume! Mark Leibovit, a leading market strategist and technical analyst with more than 35 years of trading experience, possesses a solid track record
of predicting important movements in the financial market—including Black Monday of 1987, the bear markets of 2000 and 2008, and the “flash crash” of May 2010. Now, with The Trader’s
Book of Volume, his secrets are yours! Focusing exclusively on volume technical analysis, The Trader’s Book of Volume describes the basics of volume, explains how to use it to identify and
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assess the strength of trade-worthy trends, and provides in-depth techniques and strategies for trading volume indicators for profit. With more than 400 charts and graphs, The Trader’s Book
of Volume also exhaustively illustrates how readers can profit from a wide array of volume indicators, including: Broad Market Volume Indicators—Cumulative Volume Index, ARMS Index,
Upside-Downside Volume, Nasdaq/ NYSE Volume Ratio, Yo-Yo Indicator Volume Indicators—Accumulation/ Distribution, Intraday Intensity, Negative Volume Index, On-Balance Volume, Open
Interest Volume Oscillators—Klinger Oscillator, Chaikin Money Flow, Ease of Movement, Volume Oscillator Leibovit Volume Reversal IndicatorTM, the author’s proprietary methodology Under
the author’s expert guidance, you can seamlessly incorporate Volume Analysis into your day-to-day trading program. Without a proper approach to Volume Analysis, Leibovit asserts, you’re
essentially trading in the “land of the blind.” Use The Trader’s Book of Volume to gain the clearest view possible of market trends and react to them with the confidence and smarts for
consistent trading success—and avoid every market crash the future holds.
2 breakthrough guides to harmonic trading: how to uncover natural patterns that consistently identify critical price levels and market shifts! Looking for a powerful new approach to technical
analysis that can prove its effectiveness? You’re looking for Scott Carney’s Harmonic Trading. Now, for the first time, you can get the world’s two best guides to Harmonic Trading for one
low price, in convenient eBook format. In Harmonic Trading, Volume One: Profiting from the Natural Order of the Financial Markets, Carney offers the definitive introduction to this
breakthrough approach. Carney, President and Founder of HarmonicTrader.com, demonstrates how harmonic trading combines Fibonacci measurement strategies with advanced pattern
recognition analysis, unlocking valid market signals as if they were the combination to a safe. Carney presents natural harmonic patterns that consistently identify critical price levels and
market turning points: patterns analogous to the predictable behavior of natural systems. Next, he presents a comprehensive plan for applying Harmonic Trading in real trades. Then, in
Harmonic Trading, Volume Two: Advanced Strategies for Profiting from the Natural Order of the Financial Markets, Carney introduces advanced Harmonic Trading concepts presented in no
other book, including the important 5-0 and Alternate Bat patterns. Carney also introduces the RSI BAMM Advanced Execution Model, a breakthrough approach to identifying the right trade at
the right time. Both books are packed with examples from equities, currencies, commodities, and foreign markets; for both short- and long-term timeframes; and in all types of markets.
Together, these books don’t just introduce valuable new technical analysis techniques: they show traders exactly how to profit from them. From the creator of and pioneering expert in
Harmonic Trading, Scott Carney
Not Obtainable
Only someone who is both a successful trader and a successful writer could pull off what Constance Brown has accomplished in this book: distilling Fibonacci analysis to two hundred or so
comprehensive, clearly written, eminently practical pages. Brown knows exactly what a professional trying to come up to speed on a new trading tool needs and she provides it, covering what
Fibonacci analysis is, how it works, where it comes from, pitfalls and dangers, and, of course, how to use it. Basic trading strategies are touched upon in virtually every chapter. Fibonacci
analysis is one of the most popular technical analysis tools, yet it is often used incorrectly. Brown quickly clears up common misconceptions and moves on to show, step by step, the correct
way to apply the technique in any market. Those with Fibonacci analysis software will learn how to use it with maximum effectiveness; those without will chart the market the old-fashioned
way. All will find answers to the trader's most important questions: Where is the market going? At what level should my stop be entered? Based on the size of my trading account, how much
should I leverage into a trading position? Can I tell if I am in trouble before my stop is hit? How much should I buy or sell if given a second or third opportunity? Occasional references to other
tools--including Elliott Wave, W.D. Gann, and candlestick charts--and an extensive bibliography make this book richer for accomplished technical analysts without confounding the less
experienced. Plentiful real-life examples and dozens of carefully annotated charts insure every reader will get maximum value from every minute spent with this book. Gold Medal Winner (tie),
Investing Category, Axiom Business Book Awards (2009) Winner: Book Series Cover Design, The Bookbinders Guild of New York/2009 New York Book Show Awards
Considering the meaning of the close within the range of a price bar -Traders, are you really serious in:*Finding a leading oscillator (instead of lagging ones) in trading which provide you with ideal entry and exit points?*Getting rid of worry, anxiety or regret after
entering or exiting trades?*How to combine a number of oscillators/ indicators in the best ways to stack the odds in your favor?*How to make yourself a versatile trader and well adapt to the
constantly changing market conditions, using key market factors without taking much time?*How to best determine support and resistance levels using naturally proven figures? *How to
predict turning points in the market early enough to generate huge profits?If the answers to all the above questions are "Yes", then this book is surely for you. It is specially designed to provide
you with a detailed illustration of the use of Fibonacci (one of the most commonly used indicators by successful traders) with a number of selected real charts. This book presents Fibonacci in
the close combination with other tools to help you make the best use of this indicator.Inside, what you will learn includes but not limited to:*The deep reason behind the use of leading
oscillators and how they can save you tons of money which lagging indicators can't.*Step-by-step guidance on how to draw Fibonacci retracement and extension levels in the most accurate
way (in combination with other tools).*How to combine Fibonacci with price action to best predict market movements.*How to determine the ideal time to enter and exit a trade based on
Fibonacci (and other market signals).*The importance of Fibonacci projection and how to use it in your trading.*Secrets on using Fibonacci convergence in planning the size of the position, the
place of stop loss and the whole action plan.*How to take risks entering a trade which maximizes profits using advanced Fibonacci techniques?*What is the 3-part rule and how to use it to
protect your profits and let profits grow?*How to set up Ichimoku chart and combine with Fibonacci levels to enter and exit trades?*How to combine Fibonacci and Pivot Points techniques to
gain the maximum profits from the market?*How to execute the best money management strategy to beat Mr. Market?Also, this edition is full of real trade examples which disclose untold
Fibonacci secrets.Would you like to discover more?Scroll up and click the "Buy now with 1-click" button.
About This Book This is an introductory book for the chart patterns, which can predict the turning point in the financial market. This book provides the introductory guide for Forex and Stock
market trading with these price patterns. The patterns covered in this book include Fibonacci Price Patterns, Harmonic Patterns, Elliott Wave, and X3 Chart Patterns. We provide one unified
scientific framework over these chart patterns with some practical examples. This book also provides the detailed description on both geometric and numerical support and resistance in the
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special chapter. At the end of the book, we provide you the several practical tutorials to help your understanding with these chart patterns. Each chapter provides the self-testing questions to
ensure your understanding except few chapters. If you want to read my other two books including “Guide to Precision Harmonic Pattern Trading” and “Scientific Guide to Price Action and
Pattern Trading”, I recommend to read this book first because this is an introductory book.
V. 1. Profiting from the natural order of the financial markets -- v. 2. Advanced strategies for profiting from the natural order of the financial markets
The Definitive Introduction to Harmonic Trading—By the Originator of This Approach, Scott Carney! Harmonic Trading creator Scott Carney unveils the entire methodology to turn patterns into
profits. These strategies consistently identify the price levels and market turning points that reveal the natural order within the chaos of the financial markets. Analogous to the predictable
behavior of many of life’s natural processes, Harmonic Trading examines similar relationships within the financial markets to define profitable opportunities in an unprecedented manner.
Carney introduces new discoveries such as the Bat pattern, Alternate AB=CD structures, the 0.886 retracement, and more. These strategies are entirely new to the trading community, and
they represent a profound advancement beyond all other Fibonacci methodologies! After you’ve discovered how to identify harmonic patterns, Carney presents a complete methodology for
applying them in trade execution and handling them throughout the entire trade management process. From savage bear to rampaging bull, Harmonic Trading can be employed in all
markets—equities, currencies, commodities, and foreign markets—for both short- and long-term timeframes.
Profitable Trading with Renko Charts One of the oldest and most popular Japanese charting methods, Renko can be used to profitably trade all types of financial markets and instruments — and over any time
frame. Renko charts offer traders many unique and unmatched advantages over other charting methods: • Renko charts are simple to use • Trends are easier to identify in Renko charts since the price is
always either clearly bullish or bearish • Due to their uncluttered appearance, significant tradeable patterns are much easier to spot in Renko charts • Being objective in nature, entry and exit signals are
clearly defined in Renko charts, making it easier to trade profitably • By eliminating insignificant price action, Renko charts help traders control overtrading — one of the biggest sources of trading losses. This
comprehensive book provides step-by-step guidance, from the basics of Renko charts to advanced methods of analysis and trading, keeping in mind Indian market characteristics: • What a Renko chart is —
and how to plot it • How to use the traditional tools of technical analysis on Renko charts • Thorough description and analysis of major price patterns in Renko, along with examples and trading rules for each
• How to use the unique features of Renko charts to identify strong sectors and strong stocks to trade • How to profit from the unique Renko chart indicators • How to effectively use Renko charts across
multiple time frames • Tested and effective trading strategies for all kinds of markets, with rule-based entry and exit criteria • PLUS: 250+ charts and examples from Indian markets. With recent advancement
in technology making Renko easily accessible on popular charting software, this book will help both experienced and novice traders to profit from this very powerful system.
In this book, we want to deliver you the strong message on how beneficial the Price Action and Pattern Trading is in comparison to the technical indicators used last few decades. This book heavily focuses
on tradable patterns in the financial market. The patterns include Fibonacci patterns, Elliott Wave patterns, Harmonic patterns, and many other price patterns for your trading. We share useful insight behind
the financial market dynamics and price patterns from our computerized research. We have put numerous trading strategies under five categories (i.e. five regularities) to make your life simpler. We present
the systematic view on market dynamics and price patterns to improve your knowledge in your financial trading. Most importantly, this book will help you to understand trend, cycle, and fractal wave. You will
learn how to attach them to your trading strategy. After this book, you will be able to use the wisdom of trend, cycle and fractal wave at your advantage for your trading. At the latter part of this book, we also
provide some useful information towards your trading management. We provide practical knowledge on risk management and portfolio management. You might need the Peak Trough Analysis tool to follow
some of the chapters in this book. You can freely download the Peak Trough Analysis tool from the Publisher’s website. Finally, reader should note that this book contains some strong technical language.
We hope you to get the full benefits from many brand new knowledge introduced in this book for your financial trading. Before reading this book, we recommend to read "Profitable Patterns in Forex and Stock
Market" and "Guide to Precision Harmonic Pattern Trading" to get some prior knowledge in Price Action and Pattern Trading.
The MOST ADVANCED Harmonic Trading Techniques Ever Published-- by Their CREATOR, Scott Carney! Now, in Harmonic Trading: Volume 2, Carney takes a quantum leap forward, introducing new
strategies, patterns, and methods that make Harmonic Trading an even more powerful tool for trading the financial markets. For the first time, he reveals how to utilize harmonic impulse waves and introduces
measurement techniques that identify market turning points even more accurately. Finally, he demonstrates how to integrate the Relative Strength Indicator (RSI) with advanced Harmonic Trading techniques
to separate minor “reactive” moves from major opportunities.
Tired of inefficient methods on the forex? The Harmonic figures are chart patterns that allow you to anticipate the movements of the courses and to take a position at the best time with success rates of 85 to
90%.Still a dream method? No, because these patterns exist for 70 years and are based on Fibonacci ratios, where they make conjunctions of several levels of retracement, in order to find market reversal
points.Results: You will have profitable patterns with a risk / reward greater than 1: 2. This complete trading method will allow you to detect at a glance the Harmonic Figures, to refine your positions and make
the best possible entries.In this book you will learn: - Fibonacci retracements.- Identify 7 profitable Harmonic figures.- Detect trend reversal points.- Trading strategies with clear examples: start, stop loss, take
profit.- A handy indicator for easily drawing a harmonic pattern with retracement levels.Once you understand how to identify harmonic figures, you will have a cost-effective system that will give you the edge
in the market, and allow you to trade confidently and confidently.Click on "Buy in 1-Click" on the top right and receive your book immediately!
Trading the financial markets is extremely difficult, but with the right approach, traders can achieve success. Nobody knows this better than authors Larry Pesavento and Leslie Jouflas, both traders and
educators of traders, who have consistently used pattern recognition to capture profits from the markets. In Trade What You See, Pesavento and Jouflas show traders how to identify patterns as they are
developing and exactly where to place entry and exit orders. While some patterns derive from the techniques of Wall Street’s earliest traders and other patterns reflect Pesavento’s emphasis on the
geometry of market movements and Fibonacci numbers.. Filled with hard-won knowledge gained through years of market experience, Trade What You Seeoutlines both a practical and sophisticated
approach to trading that will be of interest to both novice and seasoned traders alike. Larry Pesavento is a forty-year veteran trader. He operates a Web site,
Have you lost money trading the Forex Markets? Or are you consistently winning and making a regular income with your trading? Are you watching the markets without enough confidence to enter trades?
Are you spending money in third-part systems that don't seem to yield you any results? Are you wasting your money trading without enough knowledge? Do you want to understand the systems and tactics
advanced and professional Forex traders use to build their accounts? If you aren't achieving the results you want form Forex Trading this book will help you get there faster and easier. If you only knew that by
tweaking and fixing certain aspects of your trading you could literally start making money right away. The knowledge and information contained in The Black Book Of Forex Trading was learned by me after
several years of losing, trying and testing. Spending thousands in systems, courses and coaches to get to where I am now. You could easily learn the core of what I know by reading this book. And literally
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change your trading forever since the concepts are simple and easy to follow. What actionable and realistic Forex tactics will you learn? -How to stop struggling with the markets -How to STOP losing money!
-Gain enough confidence to trade, knowing that you have the right knowledge and the numbers are in your favor -Adapt any of my THREE proven, powerful yet simple forex trading strategies to your own
needs (day trade, swing trade or position trade) -Start earning money CONSISTENTLY -Become a profitable trader in four months or less -Fund your financial freedom and the lifestyle you want with your
trading All of this while you develop a real Forex System to win constantly Trading doesn't have to be complicated to make you money Aimed for beginner to intermediate traders who can't yet become
successful in their trading, this book will guide you and help you answer many questions normally other books, courses and gurus won't cover. Written by a real trader who lost most of his life savings due to
bad trading, only to make them back many times over after learning a Proven, Powerful yet Simple method that is COMPLETELY laid out for you in this book, no secrets kept. This book covers the three main
areas of trading: 1- Strategies - how to adapt a winning strategy to your personal lifestyle and needs (no black box or spaghetti charts full of indicators and lines, just simple and pure price action, easy to read
and follow) 2. Money Management - How to optimize and maximize your winnings without risking too much 3. Get control of your emotions and become a better trader - Why most traders let their emotions
rule their trading and a few simple steps to control how your mind play tricks to you while you trade. At the end of the book you will find a very simple to follow yet very powerful blueprint to plan your next
months, get control of your financial future and achieve your trading success. Download your Copy of The Black Book of Forex Trading NOW and change your trading forever P.S. You'll be able to notice a
difference within 24 hours
Institutions move and manipulate the markets. That's why you need to learn to think and trade like an institution.For more information about my style of trading visit: https: //www.trader-dale.com/In this book
you will learn: -How to work with Price Action -Price Action strategies that you can immediately put to use-How Volume Profile works -My favorite Volume Profile strategies-How to find your own trading style
and what are the best trading instruments to trade-How to manage trading around macroeconomic news-How to do your market analysis from A to Z-How to manage your positions-How to do a proper money
management-How to deal with trading psychology-How to do a proper backtest and how to get started with trading your backtested strategies-What are the most common trading mistakes and how to avoid
them-The exact ways and rules I apply to my own tradingYou will learn all this in a simple, poignant way along with many examples and pictures.Book has 195 pages.

A detailed look at the technical pattern simply referred to today as the Gartley Pattern Gartley patterns are based on the work of H.M. Gartley, a prominent technical analyst best known for a
particular retracement pattern that bears his name. In recent years, Gartley patterns-which reflect the underlying psychology of fear and greed in the markets-have received renewed interest.
This definitive guide skillfully explains how to utilize the proven methods of H.M. Gartley to capture consistent profits in the financial markets. Page by page, you'll become familiar with
Gartley's original work, how his patterns can be adapted to today's fast moving markets, and what it takes to make them work for you. Examines how to identify and profit from the most
powerful formation in the financial markets Discusses the similarities, differences and the superiority of the Gartley Pattern compared to classical chart patterns including Elliott Wave Shows
how to apply filters to Gartley patterns to improve the probability of your trading opportunities, as well as specific rules where to enter and exit positions Gartley's pattern is based on a unique
market position where most traders refuse to participate due to fear. This book reveals how you can overcome this fear, and how to profit from the most consistent and reliable pattern in the
financial markets.
What is this book all about?This book is a modest attempt at presenting a more modern version of Technical Analysis based on objective measures rather than subjective ones. A sizeable
chunk of this beautiful type of analysis revolves around technical indicators which is exactly the purpose of this book. I believe it is time to be creative and invent our own indicators that fit our
profiles. Having had more success with custom indicators than conventional ones, I have decided to share my findings. The following chapters present new indicators that are the fruit of my
research as well as indicators created by brilliant people. I also include the functions to create the indicators in Python and provide how to best use them as well as back-testing results. What
am I going to gain?You will gain exposure to many new indicators and concepts that will change the way you think about trading and you will find yourself busy experimenting and choosing the
strategy that suits you the best. How is it organized?The order of chapters is not important, although reading the introductory technical chapter is helpful. The book is divided into three parts:
part 1 deals with trend-following indicators, part 2 deals with contrarian indicators, part 3 deals with market timing indicators, and finally, part 4 deals with risk and performance indicators.What
do you mean when you say this book is dynamic and not static?This means that everything inside gets updated regularly with new material on my Medium profile. I always publish new findings
and strategies. Make sure to follow me.What level of knowledge do I need to follow this book?Although a basic or a good understanding of trading and coding is considered very helpful, it is
not necessary. At the beginning of the book, I have included a chapter that deals with some Python concepts, but this book is not about Python.
"Harmonic Patterns Strategy" is the first volume of the series "Trading with the Trendlines." The book explains a strategy applicable in every market (forex, equities, commodity...), based on a
harmonic pattern and trendline. You will see the harmonic patterns from a different perspective. The strategy, in fact, seeks to exploit the completion of a Gartley or Butterfly, trying to ride the
last leg. What you are going to read in the book is, therefore, my interpretation of this type of pattern. A way to predict a future movement of a market, and that I have studied after observing
many similar situations, and to have identified, under certain conditions, a subsequent trend common to most cases. Easy and clear is the identification of the target profit and stop-loss of the
strategy. Not only. Depending on your account, I will also explain to you the correct position sizing, for proper money management. If you are a beginner, do not worry; the first two chapters
will provide you with adequate knowledge for understanding the strategy and using it correctly. Do not be tricked by the fact that the book is free. The strategy, if you use it correctly and with
money management appropriate to your account, will give you a high percentage of profitable trades. However, it is recommended to combine the strategy with the fundamental analysis and
open a position only if both give the same signal.
Harmonic Pattern trading uses the direct pattern recognition from the price chart to predict the potential turning point of the financial market. Although the history of the harmonic pattern goes
back to the Gartley’s book “Profits in the Stock Market” in 1935, Harmonic Pattern trading became popular in last few decades. In comparison to many contemporary predictive techniques,
there are far less literature available to study this technique in several different scientific angles. Most of harmonic pattern trader focuses on the visual aspect of the pattern keeping very small
attention on the precision aspect. In this book, we want to introduce the brand new precision concept, Pattern Completion Interval and Potential Continuation Zone, for harmonic pattern
trading. In the first few chapters of this book, we will illustrate the concept and the operating mechanism behind these new techniques. After that, we will focus on how to manage your order
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and risk with Harmonic pattern. We will illustrate how to apply this precision concept for both market order and pending order setup for your practical trading. At the end of the book, we
describe the rolling ball effect and we show how it can affect your turning point strategy. In the final chapter, we introduce Mutual Pattern Turning Point Strategy for your practical trading. Then
we show you three essential but powerful steps to trade with turning point strategy. Please note that we use our own custom ratio sets for harmonic patterns presented in this book because
our backtesting and forward testing results indicates that they perform better than the original patterns. The studies presented in this book are the results after the intensive computerized
research using Harmonic Patterns. If you want to dig deeper on the rolling ball effect and the mutual pattern strategy for turning point prediction, you can also read our book: Scientific Guide to
Price Action and Pattern Trading.
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